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Abstract: 
A number of data mining systems was proposed for processing such huge data in an efficient way. 

Designing the architectural framework is the challenging part in web-enabled data mining system. Social 

networks had enhanced by intelligent mobile device and positioning techniques which allows users to 

share their experiences, reviews, ratings, photos, check-ins, etc. Everyone is choosing items based on the 

others ratings and reviews. We mine user’s rating for any item and mine between user’s rating differences 

and user to user geographical location distances, called as user-user geographical connection, interpersonal 

interest similarity, are unified rating prediction modules that is used to communicate with the user. It is 

used to display positive correlation, negative correlation, average score and standard score in a text 

document using Probabilistic matrix factorization Algorithm. 
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I.     INTRODUCTION 

Recommender system (RS) is an emerging research 

orientation in recent years and has been 

demonstrated to solve information overload to a 

certain extent. In E Commerce, this system is 

utilized to provide attractive and useful product’s 

information for users from mass scales of 

information. A survey shows that at least 20 

percentages of the sales in Amazon come from the 

work of the RS. The traditional collaborative 

filtering algorithms could be deemed to the first 

generation of recommender systems to predict user 

interest. However, with the rapidly increasing 

number of registered users and more and more new 

products hit store shelves, the problem of cold start 

for users (new users into the RS with little historical 

behavior) and sparsity of datasets (the proportion of 

rated user-item pairs in all the user-item pairs of 

RS) have been increasingly intractable. And with 

the popularity and rapid development of the social 

network, more and more users enjoy sharing their 

experiences, such as reviews, ratings and moods. So 

we can mine the information we are interested in 

from social networks to make the prediction ratings 

more accurate. We propose personalized 

recommendation approach by exploring social 

user’s behavior. The main contributions are Propose 

a personalize recommendation model based on 

probabilistic matrix factorization combining two 

factors interpersonal rating behaviors similarity and 

interpersonal interest similarity. 

II.    EXISTING SYSTEM 

 

The traditional collaborative filtering algorithms 

could be deemed to the first generation of 

recommender systems to predict user interest. We 

proposed is based on probabilistic matrix 

factorization with consideration of factors of the 

social network. The basic probabilistic matrix 
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factorization (Base MF) approach, which doesn’t 

take any factors into consideration. It utilizes user 

latent feature vector and item latent feature to 

predict the ratings user to the item, and then the task 

of this model is minimizing the objective function 

which involve the prediction errors and the 

Frobenius norm of a matrix. This objective function 

can be minimized efficiently using gradient descent 

method which is also implemented. Nowadays with 

the popularity of internet, more and more people 

enjoy the social networks as Facebook, Twitter, 

Yelp, Douban, Epinions, etc. The interpersonal 

relationships become transparent and opened, 

especially the circles of friends, which bring 

opportunities and challenges for recommender 

system (RS) to solve cold start and sparsity problem 

of datasets. Many models based social network 

have been proposed to improve the performance of 

the RS. These types of networks were found to have 

a high degree correlation and reciprocity, indicating 

close mutual acquaintances among users. And they 

had identified different types of user intentions and 

studied the community structures. In a personalized 

product recommendation, system is proposed by 

mining user-contributed photos in existing social 

media sharing website such as Flickr. Both visual 

information and the user generated content are 

fused to improve recommendation performances. In 

context-aware recommender system, which 

proceeded contextual information by utilized 

random decision trees to group the ratings with 

similar contexts. At the same time Pearson 

correlation coefficient was proposed to measure 

user similarity, and then their model could learn 

user latent factor vectors and item latent factor 

vectors by matrix factorization. Their approach not 

only refined the interpersonal trust in the complex 

networks, but also reduced the load of big data. 

They represent personality by user-item relevance 

of user interest to the topic of item by mining the 

topic of item based on the natural item category 

tags of rating datasets. Moreover, each item is 

denoted by a category/topic distribution vector.  

 

III. PROPOSED  SYSTEM 

A. Design Considerations: 

• Get the text document from the user. 

• Based on similarity of reviews, it 

categorizes positive and negative 

correlations. 

• It uses interpersonal interest 

similarity and interpersonal rating 

behaviors similarity. 

• Our idea is to make full use of user’s 

subjective sentiment of the items, 

which can be explored from user’s 

textual reviews. 

• We describe how to use sentiment 

information to infer service 

reputation, at last we fuse service 

reputation factor into rating 

prediction model, which is based on 

matrix factorization. 
 

B. Description of the  Proposed Algorithm: 

Aim of the proposed algorithm is to find the 

positive, negative and neutral correlation of the text 

document. The text document contains reviews of 

any website, applications, etc. 

Step 1:  Interpersonal Interest Similarity: 

User interest is a significant factor to affect user’s 

decision-making process, which has been proved by 

psychology and sociology studies. The effect of 

Context MF model with consideration of both 

individual preference and interpersonal influence. 

However, there is a main difference between user 

interest factor in our model and individual 

preference in Context MF: we utilize friend’s 

interest in same category to link user latent feature 

vector, that is to say, user latent feature should be 

similar to his/her friend’s latent feature according to 

the similarity of their interests. According to natural 

item category tags of rating datasets, we can get 

category distribution of the item, which can be seen 
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as the naive topic distribution Di of item i. We 

analyse user interest similarity and the rating 

behaviors similarity just in a single category 

because the item naive topic distribution is different 

from other categories, and there are sufficient sub-

categories in each category to describe the item 

naive topic distribution. According to user’s 

historical rating data, we summarize the number of 

all the rated items to measure user interest, that is to 

say, the more rated items are, the more user interest 

is: 

  Du
c
= 

�

|��|
� ∑ ���∈��

�  

 

where Hu
c 
is the set of items rated by user u in c. 

And we denote the interest similarity between user 

u and his/her friend v by Wu,v , and each of the 

rows is normalized to unity ∑ 
�, ∗�  =1 

 

                        Wu,v=Sim(Du,Dv) 

 

where the similarity function is measured by cosine 

similarity as: 

 

  Sim(Du,Dv)=
��∗��

|��|∗|��|
 

 

Then the basic idea of this factor is that user latent 

feature should be similar tohis/her friends'. 

 

 

Step 2: Interpersonal Rating behaviors Similarity 

Besides the category tags information, user’s 

ratings are more helpful to be utilized to describe 

user’s rating behaviour habits and his/her rating 

standards. As we all know, the higher probability of 

occurrence of certain information, the easier we 

predict the user behaviours including ratings. So we 

can mine user’s interest information for predictions 

by comparing the ratings similarity in same sub-

category by entropy algorithm. There are some 

existed approaches which describe the similarities 

and behaviours analysis between users by entropy 

but there are two main differences of our approach: 

1) Unlike, they utilize entropy to calculate the 

similarity among all users, even there are no 

connections among some users, while we utilized 

entropy algorithm in the social circle of friends to 

calculate the similarity of rating behaviours. One of 

the advantages of our approach is with lower 

computational cost because we confine the 

calculation by the social circle. Another advantage 

of our approach is that better performances are 

achieved by filtering out the insignificant 

information. 2) We extend the scope of entropy to 

fit the comparability and pervasiveness of ratings 

between the user and his/her friends. Because the 

ratings of a user and his/her friends to the same 

item are very few, we replace ratings of the same 

item with average ratings in same sub-category. 

Thus, we calculate the ratings similarity as follows: 

       

 
 

where Uu and Uv denotes user u and his/her friend v, 

p(dc′ ) denotes the frequency of the errors dc′ , which 

is calculated by the average ratings between user u 

and 
 
his/her friend v in same sub-category c’. To solve 

sparsity problem of ratings to the same item in 

social network, we represent dc′ as following: 

 

         
where |��,�

�� |is the indicator function, and if both of 

user u and v have rated item in sub-category c’, 

|��,�
�� |,is equal to 1, otherwise, it is 0.R�, ��denotes 

u’s average rating in c’ and R v, �� denotes v’s 

average rating in c’. As we all know, the higher 

entropy is, the smaller user ratings similarity 

becomes.So we denote ratings similarity between 

user u and his/her friend v by Eu,v ,which isthe 
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reciprocal of entropy, and each of the rows is 

normalized to unity  

                              

                             
Then the basic idea of this factor is that user u’s 

rating behaviors should be similar to its friend v’s to 

some extent 

IV.  PSEUDO CODE 

Input: T: set of (r,k) rule-key pairs. 

Output: Return only the rule-key pairs that have           

low false-positive rate of generalization 

 

Step 1:  for all (r,k)∈T do 

Step 2:  �� be the rule obtained by generalizing r on 

key k. 

Step 3: Estimate �� fp=min�� ≥ �� fpr(���, �) to be 

the minimum false-positive rate of any 

generalization of �� 
Step 4: ��=�� ∪{(r,k)} if ��fp < max P 

Step 5: end for 

Step 6: return �� 

 

V.      CONCLUSIONS 

A personalized suggestion approach was 

proposed by combining social network factors: 

intimate interest, social interest similarity, and 

interpersonal impact. In particular, the personal 

interest denotes user’s individuality of rating items, 

especially for the professional users, and these 

factors were combined together to improve the 

faultlessness and appropriateness of recommender 

system. We conducted extensive experiments on 

two large real-world social rating datasets and 

showed significant development over current 

approaches that use mixed social network 

information. At current, the personalized suggestion 

model only takes user historical rating records and 

mutual relationship of the social network into 

consideration. In our future works, we will consider 

user location information to suggest more 

personalized and real-time items. 
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